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PREFACE 

The authors wrOlC this documem for Research Institute personnel in developing countries. 
More specifically. we designed it to meet the needs of scientists and Research Institute staff interested 
in transferring technology from their institute into the hands of an individual or firm capable of 
bringing the technology to market locally. regionally. or internationally. While the document focuses 
on the mechanics of transferring technology. the authors ~ throughout that such transfer will 
benefit a local economy significantly. 

In our experience with Research Institutes. we found scientists and engineers comprising the 
research staff had more experience with the marketplace-and pOlCDlial technology transfer-than they 
recognized. An extension of th.al finding meam rescarcb institute staff may be in a better position 
to transfer technology than they believe at first thought. Therefore. the most imponant requirement 
is for research staff committed to economic development to learn the basics of innovation and 
technology transfer-a wk we have undenateo by writing this document. 

Once research staff have a clear understanding of the innovation process. the role (e.g .• 
inventor. entrepreneur. technology transfer agent) they wish to take in the process. and the strategies 
a research institute can employ to transfer technology. staff members can begin to organize for 
technology transfer. Proa:eding directly to organization without these clear understanding ultimately 
wastes time and energy. 

A technology transfer-at the strategic or tactical level-is embodied in a document most often 
referred to as an agreement. In reading this document. you should understand the agreement is the 
end of the road and not the beginning; thus. the authors deal with agrccmcnts toward the end of this 
document rather than at the beginning. 

Marcia L. Rorke 
Varda Main 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE INNOVATION PROCESS 

If participants in technology transfer thoroughly understand the Innovation Process and its 
implications, their ability to achieve successful technology transfers will significantly improve. This 
chapter discusses the Innovation Process and specific technology transfer considerations in 
impJemcnting technology transfer tasks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The first task for Research Institute scientists and engineers if they want to transfer 
technology. is to develop a technology transfer strategy based on a thorough understanding of the 
innovation proce3s as well as technology transfer techniques for moving a technology into a 
marketplace in a sustained r.wmer. Strategies for technology transfer include licensing, strategic 
alliances. and joint vencures. For the purpose of this document we assume technology will be 
transferred to an entrepreneur or existing firm rather than assuming a researcher will form a new firm 
around a technology. 

The most basic understanding everyone must gain is that only :he technology moves from 
idea. to product definition. to commercial product (i.e .• a product. process or service). and that the 
person associated with the technology may exit the process at any time. 

Indeed, three very different linds of personalities dominate the three stages comprising the 
innovation process: technical. entrepreneurial. and managerial. 1be first stage depends heavily on 
dae technical skills innovators (i.e .• inventors. scientists. researchers. engineers) with ideas for new 
and/or improved technologies bring to the innovation process. The second stage depends primarily 
on the risk taking habits of entrepreneurs whose great joy is building new companies. And. the third 
stage of the innovation process (which embodies full commercialization of technologies in large 
markets) depends almost entirely upon the skills of managers as separate and distinct from the skills 
possessed by inventors and rntrepreneurs. 

THE INNOVATION PROCESS 

The innovation process' is best understood as a chain of events that starts with product 
definition and ends with sustained market penetration. During this process, new products and 
processes can spin-off. new markets are supplied. and a sound infrastructure develops as management 
shifts from innovator to entrepreneur to manager. Hence, the in."tovation process is a system 
including technical. market. and business infrastructure development steps that innovators must take. 
(Table I depicts this process.) Participants should recognize that the steps of the process happen 
concurrently or simultaneously. Technical. market. and business development ~teps cannot be 
separated as easily in real life as they are in the table. Nor can the "skills required" or "personnel 
involved" columns of the table be separated from the developmental steps. In shon. the pace must 
be kept up across many fronts at the same time. Several Olher considerations drawn from the table 
should also be reviewed. 

Table I shows the innovation process occurring in three distinct phases: inventive, 
entrepreneurial. and managerial. Every new technology must progress through these stages to reach 
commercialization. 1be tasks in each column must be completed by the end of each stage. All the 
ta.~ks within that stage must be completed in parallel fashion by the end of eact. stage, and all the tasks 
within that stage must be completed before entering the next stage. When new applications or spin
offs occur, an experienced technology manager takes the new technology to the top of the r.olumns 
to check that the new product/process meets market needs, can be built, has sufficient market potential 

The substanee of this section is taken from a rnonograph titled Licemjog jn the federal L.aboratories 
in preparation for the U.S. Depanmem of Commerce. The authors, Ed Astolfi, 8. I. Friedlander, 
and M. L. Rorke. agreed to this use. 



to warrant continued development, and so fonh. If you accept this model of innovation. which differs 
from technical or business models, it is obvious that a different person or organization may manage 
each stage of development for one technology moving through the innovation process. For example. 
a Research Institute researcher (hereafter referred to as an inventor or innovator) might create a 
technology that he cannot-for a variety of reasons-develop completely. This researcher or inventor 
might well sell. license or even give the technology to an entrepreneur with strong business skills to 
form an entrepreneurial team. 

The "skills required" and "people involved" columns represent the resources an innovation 
manager must bring to bear at each step in the innovation process to achieve commercialization. It 
is imponant to note that the inventor of a technology seldom continues in charge of a successful 
project through the entrepreneurial stage. If one examines the skills required to complete each stage, 
it becomes clear that few people can "stretch" their stills to cover the requirements of two stages. 
Indeed, the popular literature is replete with stories of those who have tried to make this stretch and 
failed. Building a project team is one way to acquire the needed skills and is a prerequisite for an 
inventor's continued participation. Looking at the innovation process in this way also leads to the 
conclusion that multiple organizations can participate in bringing new products and processes to 
market. For example, an R&D group may well undertake the function of the "innovation· block or 
may participate as a primary actor throughout the technical development process. A private sector 
firm with strong marketing capability may elect to conttibute the market and business infrastructure 
components to the process. making it possible to bring a new technology to market. This kind of 
cooperation, a cooperativt venture, usually contains an agreement that spells out bow the partners will 
share the responsibilities acd profits generated by the new technology. 

While the innovation process chart is a static depiction, the process is both dynamic and 
repetitive-a point some people are only beginning to concede. Concurrently conducted model or 
prototype development programs and market analyses can yield results that cause interactive changes 
and require the repetition of technical steps. Market research may change designs that may change 
engineering requirements, which may change performance characteristics. and so forth. An innovator 
with an eye fixed firmly on the markecplace will design ease of manufacturing and selling into a 
technology very early in this process, while those fixated on technology are likely to reach the 
marketplace with an over-engineered. complicated technology few customers will buy or use. The 
common corporate concern with letting Kebnology run away with this process illustrates the 
imperative of solving this particular problem. 

Transitions between innovation process stages constitute critical "go/110 go" benchmarks. The 
two gaps on the innovation process chart represem two points at which all activities within a stage 
should be completr.d horizontally (more about this shortly). Entcnng each of the next two stages will 
require substantial invesanents of capital as well as human resources. This is an excellent point at 
which to take stock of a project and decide, dispassionately, if there is sufficient financial or other 
reason to go forward. 

Thest: stage breaks also indicate the points at which project leadership is likely to change 
because they are the approximate poi.ms at which each leader is likely to stretch his skills too far. 
The inventor with strong technical stills yields leadership to an entrepreneur with strong business 
start-up skills and a different perception of risk than the technologist. Then. an entrepreneur must 
yield to a manager whose strengths lay in managing larger corporate sttuctures and who perceives 
risk far differently than either an entrepreneur or an inventor. Each leader exhibits different skills, 
seeks different rewards. and perceives different risks. In these instances of risk and reward, the old 
adage "one man's mear is another man's poison" should be etched clearly in your mind. And the idea 
of building a team early in the innovation process should be viewed as imperative. 
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Another issue to consider is that the more resources ~bled during the invention stage. tltc 
fewer problems arc likely to occur in the later stages. If you consider this point as a demand for 
team-building and planning. you will find technology commercialization and/or transfer easier. 

Many other points need clarification before proceeding. The innovation process demands 
management geared to dealing with change. By definition. the innovation process creates new 
structures, new procedures. and entails acquiring new resources. Any change in one column is likely 
to cause change in another. Moreover. the proliferation of skills and personnel required to 
successfully develop an innovation require managing change. If you cannot manage change 
effectively. the project will-in the long run-manage you. This outcome most likely will result in 
extraordimry development costs and/or a tcchn.>logy with no market. 

Funhermore. innovators can only succeed when innovation managers harness technical. 
marketing, and business structure development together. While technical, market. and business tasks 
need not be carried out in absolute parallel at each individual step within the individual stages, 
deviations from reasonable parallel development can seriously jeopardize the potential for success. 

AU looping-repetition of tasks-should be confined within stages to reduce both costs and 
risks. For example. moving to production prototype without obtaining an appropriate commitment 
of financing or completing a market analysis may result in spending an inordinate amount of money 
to find there are no paying customers out there in the marketplace or that manufacturing equipment 
is too expensive. 

In successful projects, market analysis and technical development are symbiotic and proceed 
harnessed together. Engineers need the results of market analyses to optimize product design; 
marketing personnel need performance and cost data to formulate marketing strategies. Diversion of 
capital to pursue technically-driven product development at the expense of gathering sound market 
information constitutes the "fatal flaw" most common to innovation projects. 

Operating parameters and design specifications must be "frozen· as technical products move 
from engineering prototyping to production prototyping. This "freeze" is vitally imponant for three 
reasons: 1) it minimizes the complexity of production engineering, 2) it speeds the notoriously slow 
process of production engineering, and 3) it avoids the severe cost penalties incurred with even 
modest retooling to accommodate design changes. Technical personnel avoid this warning 
persistently. Several negative consequences may result from ignoring this caution: 1) 
disproportionately high production costs, 2) delayed market entry. or 3) premature market entry 
yielding high customer service costs, poor customer relations, or later redesign that requires stopping 
production after market entry-just when demand should be its greatest. 

Successful innovation demands that one maintain an attitude of being "in business." An 
innovation project manager must place business interests ahead of any fascination with the technology. 
Finding pleasure in research and product development is, of course. a useful trait for an innovation 
manager. Nevenheless, the single-minded pursuit of that pleasure inevitably tramlates into 
commercialization problems. Every manager must face the possibility that, at some point, sound 
judgement will require abandoning a technology rather than pouring more money into a doomed 
project. Planning for that contingency requires establishing business benchmarks Clnd a framework 
for calculating opponunity costs. Those focused on technology often fail to establis.i even the most 
rudimentvy benchmarks or cost-benefit analyses for determining whether the ultimate product-or 
a panicular technical approach to the product-is warranted. This gap in basic planning not only 
directly threatc~ resources already committed, but it can also affect the way outsiders such as 
vendors. prospective employees, or new investors will deal with management. Sound business 
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practice. reasonable IJicnchmarks. and a ready knowledge of ·how it pencils· yield both tangible and 
intangible benefits to an innovation project. 

Successful commercialization. whether achieveci by establishing a business or by transferring 
the technology. heavily depends on reducing the risks outsiders perceive. This principle holds true 
whether those outsiders are customers. p<l(Cmial investors. licensees. or new job applicants. It is 
imponant to stress here thac perception can often exercise more power than reality. The benefits of 
a healthy cash-flow can be offset dramatically if potential investors perceive lax financial 
responsibility as they examine poorly constructed financials. Or. the advantages of excellent 
engineering can be lost on a customer who perceives inadequate market knowledge. The successful 
innovation manager reduces perceived risks by knowing as much as possible. at any given technical 
stage. about the market. production process. and financial needs of his project. Moreover. the 
successful manager reduces that knowledge to easily comprehensil'tle. general summaries that convey 
a solid grasp of technical. market. and business knowledge. 

This brings us to our last point about the innovation process. 1be innovation manager must 
understand the languages of technology. markets. and business infrastructure elements (e.g .• law. 
labor. personnel matters) to coordinate and direct project participants. This task is often more 
difficult than developing the technology. Someone must personally perform the work necessary to 
encode and decode materials from specialized vocabularies in these three professional areas. Without 
the innov;ition manager's willingness to perform this function. progress through the innovation process 
becomes impossible. In the early days of a venture. all decision making and planning is likely in the 
hands of one person. Later. as responsibilities are delegated. managers must be able to understand 
the results of staff work in order to proceed. 

TECHNOLOOY TRANSFER TASKS 

Seven special attributes of technology transfer within the innovation process follow. 

• Commercialization Planning Controls Technology Transfer 

Lack of management control produces unbalanced projects and causes delays in the innovation 
process. The first task in establishing project control during concept development is to set 
wgo/no gow milestone reviews that correlate technical. market. and organizational 
infrastructure progress and planning. This plan must focus on moving the technology out of 
the Research Institute into the hands of an individual or business with the skills to compete 
development, launch the product. and move it into customers' hands. 

• Technology Tran~rer Requires Transition Planning 

The most fragile points in the technical deve!or ~eat process occur as project leadership 
changes, and the burden of transition planning in technology transfer necessarily falls most 
heavily on the pany making the technology handoff. 

• Market Knowledge Drives Technical Development 

Market analysis justifies movement into commercial technical development. For industry 
decision makers. in fact, only market knowledge can justify invesanent in commercial 
technical development. Such knowledge includes documentation of: user needs, market size. 
industry keys (market-specific purchasing decision criteria), three points of product 
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differentiation tied to industry keys. pricing strategy. analysis of best practices and trend 
forecasts. identification of market barriers. 2nd the analysis of competition and substitution 
options. 

• 1 a:hnology Transfer Depends on Matched Capabilities 

Success in joint R&D ventures. technology licensing. and direct technology transfer depends 
heavily on the fits that smooth transition. Successful handoff occurs when partners 
complement each other in the following ways: combined resources marshal all the 
capabilities and personnel listed in the innovation process chart; all parties agree on thresholds 
for market size. pricing. and product placement; the parties arrange transition through 
organizational units of similar scope and £cale; all parties share (or at least understand) 
perceptions and assessments of risk; and all parties agree on priorities and levels of 
commianent. 

• Industry Drivers Control Industrial Technology Transfer 

"Business Porential" offers the only acceptable rationale for industrial technical innovation. 
Market data-not technical data-justify invesuncnt in technology development. Engineering 
success. field tests. and technology demonstrations can only produce commercial development 
after filtering through screens of market analysis and calculations of rdUm on investtnent. 
Supplementing technical data with mart.et information significantly improves prospects for 
direct technology transfer. 

• Technology Transfer Involves Human Barriers 

Technical innovation makes for changes in work patterns. supplier lists. training needs. 
customer bases. regulatory requirements. pay scales. and changes in any of a host of other 
human impact areas. Such hmnan impact faaors can erect major barriers to 
commercialization of new technology. Human impacts and potential human impact barriers 
require definition and evaluation in the same way as technical development. market analysis 
and infrastructure planing. 

• Technology Transfer Must Address Risks 

Addressing perceived risks furnishes the single most important task in promoting technical 
innovation. and market uncertainties pose t!1e most critical risks for industry decision makers. 
Market knowledge must justify any investment in commercial technical development, but no 
engineering knowledge or technical data can reduce perceived risks that arise from market 
and business uncertainties. 

All in all, a broadened understanding of the innovation process significantly improves the 
chance of commercial success. Certainly, arming yourself with knowledge that reduces anxiety and 
uncertainty among potential parmers while enhancing the formulation of plans contributes to more 
soundly reasoned commercial efforts. In many cases, especially among those pursuing technology 
transfer, even marginal improvements in understanding and in attitude can work wonders in reducing 
seemingly insurmountable difficulties to manageable proportions. 
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SUMMARY 

A thorough understanding of the innovation process. embedded within a commercialization 
plan to negotiate the process pursuing a well <!efined strategy will y:o;id a pool of potential partners 
for research institute personnel as well as a good icica of the appropriate moment to transfer a 
technology. The next chapter deals with the tasks comprising transferring technology from a research 
institute to an organization capable of completing the development and product launch. 
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CHAPTER2 

THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROCESS 

The technology transfer process is multi-faceted. This chapter presents and examines two 
components of the technology transfer process: 1) identifying a research institute's technology that 
is appropriate for transfer. and 2) developing a relationship with a potential partner 
Suggested procedures and chectlists are provided as appropriate. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The technology transfer process constirutes one task within the innovation process. Many 
entrepreneurs and established businesses have the capacity to bring new and improved technologies 
to the marketplace. but they may lack the capacity to develop those technologies themselves. In 
many cases Research lnstirutes may serve as technology suppliers to these new and expanded 
businesses. 

Technology transfer is a multi-stq> process and any or all of the steps may occur in any 
particular transfer. These steps include: 

• Finding out what is available and what is needed 
• Adapting technology to the need'i of the recipient's and the marketplace 
• Marketing 
• Evaluating available technologies. and potential partners 
• Pricing technology 
• Evaluating technology transfer risks 
• Establishing a negotiating position 
• Negotiating the technology transfer 
• Transferring the technology 
• Maintaining a long-term relationship with a partner 
• Assessing a long-term arrangement 

IDENTIFY/NG TECHNOWGY FOR TRANSFER 

More broadly. technology within a research institute must be assessed and then a relationship 
est.ablished with a potential technology transfer partner. 
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Finding Out What Is Available And What Is Needed 

The first step in the technology transfer process consists of determining who has what to offer 
and who needs what. From your point of view it is essential to understand what you have to offer. 
Willie this may sound trivial and/or obvious. it is usually be more complex. 

For example. an organization performing basic research may see itself in the business of 
producing research results. In order to produce research results the organization probably had to 
acquire some specialized equipment. This equipment may be quite costly to purchase and maintain 
and may require highly skilled staff to operate it. At the same time. there may be small businesses 
needing access to such equipment on an occasional or periodic basis which cannot afford to buy the 
equipment or to train the staff trained to use it. The research organization may offer the use of 
specialized equipment as a service to the community. Thus. a research organization could be in the 
business of producing research results. as well as offering time/services on a piece of specialized 
equipment. 

Once you have developed a detailed list of what is available and what is needed. items on the 
list should be grouped into categories such as: 

• Technology under development 
• Technology ready for transfer 
• Products under development 
• Inventory ready for transfer 
• Processes under development 
• Processes ready for transfer 
• Services available 
• Facilities available 

To construct a technology inventory. the Research Institute staff must identify the research 
work that is being performed 01 has already been completed. This information should than be 
classified in terms meaningful to potential users and technology uses described in a clear. concise 
manner. The level of detail required for each technology will be determined by the use lo which you 
will put the information. Creating and maintaining a technology inventory is an on-going process. 
Information on available research should be collected and assessed periodically; otherwise it will 
rapidly become out-dated and lose its value. A sample technology inventory survey form is given 
in Table 2 on the following page. 

An expertise inventory can be made by identifying the skills of each staff .nember and 
grouping those skills in a matrix. This matrix will give a quick picture of the type and depth of 
expertise available at an Institute and guide you in identifying the services you may provide for the 
community. 

A facilities inventory lists the types of facilities available as well as conditions under which 
they are available for non-Institute personnel to use. 

An inventory of marketplace needs is likewise needed. This will consist of problems 
requiring technological solutions, and technologies in use that could be improved by: 

• Reducing cost 
• Increasing production efficiency 
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• Improving use of locally available. raw materials 
• Reducing health. safety. and/or environmental hazards 
• Producing products that meet consumer needs and are of high quality 

A complete assessment of technology transfer opportunities must take into account competing 
technologies already in the marketplace. not just what is available from a panicular supplier. 

Adapting The Technology to The Markd Needs 

Technologies are brought to a marketplace because a businessman perceives a need for that 
technolllgy. If a businessman bas planned well and extensively and bas researched the needs of a 
target market. then there may well be a viable business based on that technology. 

Even with the best planning. you may find that a technology that appeared appropriate for a 
particular application is not quite what is actually needed. You may also fiod upon launching a new 
technology into a market mat. since conducting your market research, market needs have changed. 

When the technology recipient contributes to the planning process throughout the technology 
development phase. there is a strong likelihood that the resulting technology will meet bis needs. In 
cases where your partner is adopting a technology without having an opportunity to influence the 
development process. the "fit" between the technology and the recipient's needs may be questionable. 

lbere arc many situations in which you will need to modify a technology to meet the 
changing needs of a recipient and/or of the marketplace. Ideally any technology transfer agreement 
anticipates such needs and sets forth conditions under which the parties will work together to develop 
required technology modificatiom. 

Once you have gathered sufficient information on available technologies and needed 
technologies. you must let potential technology recipients know that these technologies. products. 
processes, and/or services arc available. 

There arc many ways to inform potential recipients of what you have available. 1bese 
include: 

• Written materials 
• Demonstrations 
• Talks/seminars by the research staff 
• Creating a partnership or joint venture with another organization to either demonstrate 

the technology or to bring the technology to the marketplace on a trial basis. 
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TABLE 2: Sample TeclmolocY lnwntory Suney Form 

l. Name of the tedmology 

2. Name(s) of the invemor(s) 

3. Short description of the tedmology 

• idea saage 
• ready for testing 
• testing c:ompJmd 
• ready for mamfacturiDg 

s. Is devdopmcm comim•q 

6. How much moaey bas been spent to dare on 
devdopq 1bis ftJClmology 
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~ specific technology and its potential applicatiom will determine which marketing methods 
arc best for advcnising the availability of the technology to the w-get market. 

EVALUATING AVAILABLE TECHNOLOOIES AND PARTNERS 

A technology can only be brought successfully to the marketplace if it works. if it fulfills 
users• na:ds. if it is transferable. and if technology recipients have the resources. labor. and financing 
necessary. 

You need to assess or value in-house technologies to determine wbctbcr L'tcy are wonb 
bringing to the attention of potential technology recipients. You should also assess the stills you 
bring to a proposed technology transfer arrangement. 

At the same time. }IO(eotial technology recipients need to determine what technologies they 
need to take advantage of opportunities in the marketplace. They must also assess the resources 
(labor. raw materials. equipment. financing) that will be needed to bring the technology to the 
marketplace and determine which of those rcsourccs they (the recipients) can provide. Recipients also 
need to dctcrminc which resources they cannot provide and to find out where those resources may 
be obtained. 

Tables 3. 4, and 5 present cbecklists that can be used to evaluate, respectively. available 
technologies, suppliers. and potential recipients. 

Pricing the Technology 

Setting the price for a technology. product, process or service is a crucial step in the business 
planning process. If, for example, a product is priced too high relative to the benefits it provides the 
purchaser, then it will be difficult to get anyon: to buy the product. If on the other hand, the product 
is priced too low. although one may achieve a high sales volume. the sales revenues may be less than 
the costs to produce the product and bring it to market. 
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TABLE 3: CHECKLIST FOR EV AUJATING 
AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGIES 

1. What docs the tecboology do? 

2. What arc the pxential applications for this tedmology? 

3. Docs the u:chnology perform reliably in the intended 
application? 

4. How is this technology diffcrcm from existing 
tedmologies? 

S. Is the tcdr....~"lf affordable? 

6. What additional funds. if any, are needed IO complete 
work on this technology'! 

1. 1"lCS the use of the tedmology require spcciali7.ed 
skills, materials or equipmem? 

8. Are all necessary skills, materials and equipment 
available 1ocally? 

9. Does the teehoology solve an identified problem/need? 

10. Will users need IO be educated about the tedmology 
before they will use it? 

11. Will the teehoology be easy IO market or difficult IO 

market? 
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12. What are the benefits of using this technology? 

• Cost savings 

• Reduced health risks 

• Reduced safety risks 

• Reduced environmental risks 

• Reduces labor needed 

• Uses locally available labor and/or materials 

13. Arc there any special regulations that must be followed in 
order to use the technology? 

14. Arc there any disadvantages or risks associated with using the 
technology? 

IS. Will the market for this technology increase or decrease in the 
near future? 

16. What arc t.hc anticipated changes in the market needs relating 
to this technology? 
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TABLE 4: CHECKLIST FOR EV AWA TING 
TECHNOLOGY SUPPLIERS 

I . Does the supplier have the tedtnical ability to 
tramfer the tecbnology to the recipient? 

2. Can the supplier provide the necessary training? 

3. Can the supplier provide the necessary on-going 
assistance? 

4. Can the supplier provide the necessary su:ii>lies 
and materials? 

5. Does the supplier uoders&aDd the needs of the 
tedtnology recipiell? 

6. 

1. Will the supplier be a good worl.mg partner for the 
term of the agrecmem? 

8. Can the supplier provide 1be neceuary documenlation? 
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TABLES: CHECKLISI' FOR EVAWATING POTENTIAL 
TECHNOLOGY RECIPIENTS 

I. Does the recipient understand enough about the 
technology? 

2. Is the recipient an appropriate recipient for dWi 
tedmology? 

3. Does the recipient have the technical ability to use di: 
technology? 

4. Does the recipient have 1hc busir.u stills to develop 
and implemeol a ~ plan regarding dWi 
tccbmlogy? 

S. Does the rccipiem have adequate finan:q for 1hc 
imended use of the tccbnology? 

6. Does the recipiem have the OC"U'$-Qry equipmem and 
materials for 1hc inr.ended use of the tccbnology? 

7. Is the rccipicm fully commiued to a long-cam working 
relatioosbip? 

8. Does the recipiea have experience in similar types of 
technology transfer arrangemeors? 
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market. In this case. it will be difficult for the business to remain in operation very long! Thus. an 
effective price is one that a p'1IClmcr deem reasonable ... id affordable. that will at least cover the 
seller's operating expenses. and that will provide a modest profit. 

If a similar product is already selling in the marketplace one should compare the benefits of 
that product with the benefits of the new product you intend to launch. 1bcn the price of the existing 
product can be adjusted up or down to reflect the different value of the new product. 

If there is no similar product already being sold. it is more difficult to arrive at a reasonable 
price. The technology seller should be able to easily determine the volume of sales at a specific price 
required to cover the costs of producing and marketing the product. A survey can be done of 
potential purchasers to get a feel for what they would consider a 1asonable price for the product. 
The survey could be conducted by telling the purchaser about the new product's features and asking 
them what they would be willing to pay for such a product. Alternatively. purchasers could be given 
the product to use for a short period of time. or be given a demomtratioo of the product. and then 
asked what price they would be willing to pay. 

Enluating Risks 

Many different types of risk may be associated with any transfer of technology. Each risk 
must be assessed by answering qucstiom such as: 

T ecbnological Risks 

• Can the technology be reasonably expected to perform reliably over a specified 
period of time? 

• What is the probability of a malfunction? 

• What is the cxpccu:d nablre of the malfunction(s)? 

Heallh and Safety Risks 

• 

• 

• 

Are there p(l(eDtial bcalth or safety hazards to producers. sellers. or consumers of the 
product that may result if the product malfunCtions? 

Arc there J)OlCDtial health or safety hazards to producers. sellers. or consumers due 
to materials contained within the product. (e.g. arc toxic gases given off by the 
product over time?) 

What health and safety regulations must the product conform to and what arc the 
consequences of oon-amformancc? 

Environmen1al Risks 

• Is anything in the production, distribution, and/or use of the product harmful to the 
environment? 

• What environmental regulations must the product conform to and what are the 
conscqucncc:s of non<Oiiformancc? 
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Businas Risks 

• How reliable arc predictions of the potential market for the produa? 

• Will the product generate the anticipated revenue stream and what arc the 
consequences if it docs not? 

• Can the manufacturer reasonably expect to meet the market demand for the product 
in a timely fashion? 

• Is there a reliable supply of materials and equipment needed to produce the product? 

• Is there a reliable supply of skilled labor to produce. market. and service the product? 

Social Risks 

• Are there any social/cultural factors that will prevent customer acceptance of the 
product? 

• Will consumers understand the produa. or must they be educated to use it and to 
understand its benefits before they will purchase it? 

Political Risks 

• Are there any political factors that will affect the sellcr'i; ability to bring the product 
to market. or the purchaser's ability to buy and use the produa? 

Establishing a Negotiating Position 

After evaluating the tcduwlogy. and each party's respc:ctive position. each party should decide 
~cntly what bis ideal vision Of the technology transfer arrangement would look like. This 
original negotiating position will be refined to represent a ·wm-wm· situation for both the seller and 
the buyer. In othCi words. both parties need to come away from signing the transfer agreement 
believing that they have been treated fairly and that they will benefit from participating in the transfer 
arrangement. 

There are many issues that should be addressed in establishing a negotiating position. The 
technology transfer agreement will need to describe the obligations of all parties to the agreement: 
e.g. who as getting rights to what technologies. for what use. u well as the amount and timing of 
payments. Chapter 5 presents a short description of issues that should be covered by a technology 
transfer agreement. 

DEVElflPING A TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER RELATIONSHIP 
Supporting the Technology Transfer Ap'eement 

The actual transfer of a technology can occur in many ways. For the transfer to be a success 
for both the supplier and the recipient. the technology must be transferred in a way that enables the 
recipient to implement the transferred technology. 

The simplest way to effect a transfer would be to somehow put the technology in a box and 
send it to the recipient. It is easy to understand why this method wall not work in many situations. 
When the recipient receives the box be will likely require. at the very least. instructions on how to 
assemble and use the technology. 

For a recipient to receive and successfully implement a technology he will require at least the 
following in addiuon to the technology: 

• 
• 
• 

Thorough documentation describing 
how to use 1 he technology 
hazards that can occur-from improper manufactdJ'e, assembly and/or use of the 
technology 
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• Information on where to get 
• assistance if the technology does not work as expected 
• necessary supplies 
• Guidance on 
• problem diagnosis 
• troubleshooting techniques 
• A'ailability of on-going consultation with the technology supplier 
• Training. as needed. to help the buyer make and sell the technology 
• Expertise in 
• developing strategies for using the technology 
• business planning 
• marketing 

You may be! responsible for supplying all c,f the above to the recipient. In entering into a 
technology transfer arrangement it is important for the recipient to carefully determine what he will 
require in order to implement the technology. At the same time. you must understand all the 
components you will be responsible for transferring to the recipient. 

Maintaining the Long-Tenn Relationship Between 
Partie5 to the Technology Transfer 

All successful technology transfer arrangements create an on-going relationship between the 
panics. This relationship will last. at least as long as the tenn of the technology transfer agreement. 
As with any relationship, its quality will be determined by both panics' willingness to make the 
relationship a success. 

The developer/supplier and the recipient need to set-up and maintain communications that 
permit an open exchange "f ideas, needs, concerns, and other feedback, because the technology 
transfer will only be successful if each party is willing to provide reasonable assistance to the other 
party. This assistance may take the form of troubleshooting, helping solve problems, or creating 
modifications/improvements to the technology. 

A good working relationship between a technology developer/supplier and a technology 
recipient need not end with the expiration of the technology transfer agreement. The panics should 
look to see if tltere are other profitable ventures on which they can work together. 

Assessing the Technology Transfer Arrangement 

Research Institute personnel should periodically assess the benefits of technology transfer 
arrangements. In this way one can quickly identify and solve problems before they become 
damaging. Periodic assessments will also enable you to identify factors that work well within the 
technology transfer arrangement and to ensure that those success factors are maintained aru1, if 
possible, enhanced. 

The measure of success in a technology transfer arrangement is a function of ti e expa.utions 
one has in entering into the arrangement. In successful projects indicators are always defined at a the 
stan of a technology transfer arrangement. A listing of success indjcators might i,1clude: 

• Revenues received by the supplier 
• Sales volume of the recipient 
• Adoption rate of the technology in the marketplace 
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• Extent of adoption of the technology in the marketplace 
• Cost-savings realized from use of the t:chnology 
• Number of jobs cn-.ated through use of the technology 
• Health, safety or environmental hazards reduced by using the technology 
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CBAPTER3 

THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AGREEMENT 

All negotiutions involve some level of compromise by each of the parties involved. This 
chapter describes some important issues that require resolution dwing a technology transfer 
negotiation. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Technology buyers and sellers rarely view the technology transfer arrangement in the same 
way. Therefore, the negotiation process typically requires several compromises between the vision 
of each party in order to reach a mutually acceptable and beneficial arrangement. 

During any negotiation, each representative must: 1) listen carefully to the needs, concerns, 
and suggestions of the other party; 2) clearly explain one's own needs, concerns and suggestions; and 
3) continuously seek clarification to ensure that when agreement is reached both parties have agreed 
to the same thing. 

Many issues need to be defined, resolved, and detailed in a technology transfer arrangement. 
This chapter provides an introduction to these issues. A more detailed discussion of negotiating 
technology transfer arrangements, including sample agre.!ments, may be found in the following 
publication: 

Guide to Negotiators of Technology Transfer in the African Region: 
Guy Lamben-Daynac 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
Report IPCT.161 (SPEC.) 
13 May 1992 

TERMS OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AGREEMENTS 

Although each agreement must be tailored to meet the specific requirements of a specific deal, 
some terms and clauses are standard. A description of standard elements of technology transfer 
agreements follows. 

Definitions 

A good working relationship is founded on mutual understanding of the conditions of your 
technology transfer arrangement. It is, therefore, important to ensure that all parties define words 
in the same way. A simple misunderstanding in the meaning of a word or phrase (e.g .• 
improvements to the licensed technology) may result in a breakdown of working relations at a later 
date. 

Statement of Objectives 

All parties to the technology transfer arrangement must pan1c1pate in defining the 
arrangement's objectives. Once these are written, the parties can refer to them throughout the life 
of the agreements . This will help you to identify any needed changes in the objectives during the 
course of an agreement. 

Description of the Technology to be Transferred 

A detailed description of the technology to be transferred should be developed. This 
description must be sufficiently detailed to clearly identify items included in the transfer and related 
work that is not included. In this way, everyone clearly understands what they will give/get and not 
give/get. 
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Grant or Rights to the Technology 

Once the technology to be tramfcrred is clearly defined. you must identify the rights you will 
grant to the technology recipient. These rights can be grouped~ follows: 

• To make/manufacture 
• To use 
• To disclose to others: 

• !>)' publication 
• in a marketed product 
• in a service manual 
• ~ sub-license to a third pany 

• To lease 
• To sell 

In order to transfer the rights to use a technology. it must be protected by one or more of the 
following: 

• Patent 
• Copyright 
• Trademark 
• Design mark 
• Trade secret 

The conditions under which a recipient can exercise his rights of use during the negotiation 
must also be defined. These conditions include: 

• Exclusive rights 

The technology recipient is the only entity that will have rights to the technology 
during the lifetime of the agreement 

• Sole rights 

The technology recipient and the technology developer/supplier are the only entities 
with rights to the technology during the lifetime of the agreement 

• Non-exclusive rights 

The technology supplier may grant similar rights to any number of technology 
recipients 

• Irrevocable rights 

The technology supplier cannot rescind rights granted under the technology transfer 
agreemen: during its lifetime 

• Revocable rights 

The technology supplier can rescind the rights granted under the technology transfer 
agreement should cenain conditions, defined in the agreement, occur 
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• Unlimited territorial rights 

The technology recipient can exercise bis righrs to the technology on a world-wide 
basis 

• Limited territorial rights 

The technology recipient can only exercise bis rights to the technology in the 
geographical regions specified in the technology transfer agrecmcnl 

• Field of use righrs 

The technology recipient can only exercise its rigbts to the technology in the fields 
specified in the technology tramfer agreement. A field may be defined in whatever 
way is needed to clearly define where the recipient may or may not cxcrcisc its rights 
to the technology. For example. fields of use may be defined as a specific market 
within the allowed geographical region. Thus a recipient may only be able to market 
a technology to farmers who grow plants. Another technology recipient may have 
the right to market the same technology to farmers who raise aniinals. 

PaJlllelll Terms and Schedule 

You. the technology supplier. will expect to receive somc:tbing in return for tramferring your 
technology. The agrccmcnt may require a recipient to pay you a certain amount of money on a 
specified schedule. Alternatively. payment cooJd be made by the recipient tramfening bis own 
technology to you. or by providing materials and/or labor. 

The technology tramfer agreement should clearly specify the type and amount of payment as 
well as a schedule for its receipt by the technology supplier. Monetary payments may be determined 
in a number of ways including: 

• Payment of the total price in one lump sum at the time of the technology transfer 

• An up-front. partial payment at the time of the transfer. with subsequent payments 
of a pre-arranged amount. paid on a pre-arranged schedule 

• An up-front. partial payment at the time of the tramfer. with subsequent payments 
detennincd by a variable such as a specified percentage of the sales made by the 
technol\Jgy recipient 

• No payment at the time of the transfer, but with future payments either on a pre
arranged basis or based on a variable such as sales of the technology recipient 

The technology recipient should maintain financial records demonstrating he bas correctly 
calculated and met his financial obligations to the technology supplier. 

Reporting Obilgations 

The technology transfer agreement will usually set up a periodic schedule for infonnation 
exchange between parties to the agreement. This exchange may be in the form of discussions or 
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written reports. This schedule allows progress reports. questions. concerns and ideas to be exchanged 
throughout the lifcti!DC of an agreement. 

Each party bas certain obligations under the technology transfer agn:cmcnt to give 
something(s) to the other. These items arc called ·deliverables •. 1bc agrccmcnt contains a time 
schedule for delivering these iteJm which may include: 

• 1be technology 
• Training courses 
• Consulting services 
• Written documemation. e.g. users manuals. reports 
• Specified numbers of producrs 
• Supplies and other materials 

The technology transfer agreement may require the technology supplier to help solve problems 
during the course of the agreement. Usually the amount of assistance is capped.. For example. the 
agreement may state that a supplier will provide up to SO hours of assistance during the lifetime: of 
the agreement. and that assistance above and beyond the 50 hours will be available at a specified 
hourly rate. 

The technology supplier may continue research work in the area of the transferred technology 
during the lifetime of the technology transfer agreement. and the agreement may stare that you are 
required to transfer the results of this on-going research as well. Such research results usually are 
called "improvements". Similarly, if the technology recipient is going to perform research work in 
the area. be may be required to transfer bis improvements to you. 

Confidentiality Requirements 

Published information, or information otherwise readily available to the general public, is 
defined as information in the "public domain". Information not in the public domain is called a trade 
secret. Trade secret information is information known only to a limited audience and is proccctcd by 
keeping the information secret. In this way one company can keep another company from, for 
example. producing the same product, and becoming a competitor in the marketplace. 

A technology transfer agreement must identify any information being transferred that will be 
maintained as a trade secret. It should also detail how to protect a trade secret, and the conditions 
for keeping information confidential. One typical condition specifics that the technology recipient can 
only disclose confidential information to certain individuals under specified conditions. 

Contact Person 

It is always a good idea to identify the main contact person within each party's organization. 
This will ensure that information flows correctly between the organizations. 

Warranties 

Technology suppliers most often provide warranties for technology being transferred. These 
warranties constitute legally-binding assurances that, for example: 
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• The technology supplier is the legal owner of the technology in question 

• 1bc technology meets certain staled specifications 

• The supplier will provide all information/documentation required for a technology 
recipient to dfectively exercise the rigbrs granted in the agreement 

• The specified usc(s) of the tedmology by a recipient will not infringe any legal rights 
to the technology of another pany 

Duration or the Agreement 

Both panies need to agree Oil how long the tccbnology transfer arrangement will last. This 
is called the term of the agreement. 

Procedw es for Renewal or Termination 

The technology tramfer agreement should permit the parties to extend an arrangement beyond 
its original duration. For example. the agreement could specify that the parties will meet six mootbs 
before the end of the ~ to decide if they wish to c:ominue the arrangement for additional five 
years. Nore that bodl parties need to agree to any extension of the term of the agrccmeut. 

One always hopes that a tecbnology tramfer arrangement will yield a good working 
relatiombip. Howeva. unforeseen problem may occur to make one party wish to end an agreement 

before the end of its term. Agreements should identify acceptable conditions for early termination 
of an agreement. 

Conftict Resolution 

If problems do occur in a working relationship. the parties should try to work out their 
problems before considering terminating their agreement. It is always wise to dcscn'bc in the 
agrccmcot bow the parties will resolve their problems. In some agreements an objective person (i.e .• 
someone who docs not wort for either party) may be ubd to listen to the concerns of the supplier 
and the recipient. and then offer an opinion about how to seuJc a dispute. 

The laws and regulations of one city. state. or country may not be the same as those of 
another city. state. or country. 1bcrcfore. it is necessary for an agreement to state which laws the 
agreement follows. 

IN CONCLUSION 

Any technology transfer agrccmcot should describe the as rangement in sufficient detail so that 
everyone knows what to expect and wbat is expected of them. The most imponant issues one must 
consider when negotiating technology transfer agreements arc identified above. At the same time. it 
is crucial to remember that each agrccmcnt may be somewhat different. The issues covered by 
different agrccmems, therefore, may be different in specific ways. Always take time to carefully 
consider which issues need to be covered by an agreement. It is easy to negotiate an issue before 
signing the agreement. It is very hard, if not impossible, to change one after the agreement is signed. 
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CllAPTER4 

ORGANlllNG FOR TECHNOLOOY TRANSFER 

Roles and responsibilities of a Technology Transfer Office and of Technology Transfer Agents 
are dcsaibed in this chapter. Bodi are aucial to the devdopmcnt and execution of tccbnology 
transfer agreements. The high cost of acquiring rigbls to specific technologies can be a significant 
barrier to accessing needed udmologics. Tberdorc. developing nations should loot to tcdmological 
solutiODS available locally at reasonable costs. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The ability co cr~e jobs and wealth using locally developed technologies as an important pan 
of developing national self-reliance and SU!tainablc economic growch_ Simply providing funds to 
develop technolog!cs in Research Institutes docs not guarantee tlw those technologies will be 
developed for use within th~ country. Technology development can be a very cosdy and cimc
consuming process. However. when it is complete. significant additional financing and time may be 
necessary to adapt a technology to meet market needs. To maximize the chances of technology uptake 
and use within a marketplace. a system sriombting interaction berween developers and users of 
technology must be in place. 

Government financed Research Institutes are well positioned to play a pivotal role in 
developing a nation· s b:Chnological capacity. A b:Chnology transfer function within Research 
Institutes may serve as a network for sharing ideas. problems. solutions. resources. and other 
information between technology developers and b:Chnology users within an individual community. 
across a nation. and across national borders. 

THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER FUNCTION 

The activities in which a Research lmtitute Technology Transfer Offkc may engage are multi
faceted_ lntcmal activities focus on developing cooperation and support from Institute staff. External 
activities focus on ensuring local adoptioo of technologies. 

INTF.llNAL ACTIVITIES 

The intcma1 activities of the Technology Transfer Office may be grouped as follows: 

• Information gathering 
• Communication 
• Education/uaining 
• Technology transfer administration 
• Developing and maintaining policies and procedures. 

lnfonnatian Gathering 

In order for the Technology Transfer Office to be effective. the Office mu.~t have an up--to
date understanding of those technologies already developed by Institute staff. as well as. technologies 
under development_ The Office can only seek those users for technologies after a pool of available 
technologies has been identified and assessed. Similarly, the Office must understand the expertise of 
Institute staff in order to identify the consulting services that the staff can provide. Institute facilities 
available for use by non-Institute staff on a one-off or periodic basis must also be identified and 
assessed. Technology, expertise, and facilities inventories are discussed in more detail in Chapter 2. 

Communication 

Typically. researchers seek to develop new knowledge and solutions to problems rather than 
to "re-invent the wheel." Therefore, they need access to knowledge developed elsewhere as well as 
information about problems still requiring solutions. This type of information need." to flow between 
researchers at a single Institute, between Research Institute staff and colleague." at other organizations, 
and to those who have technology needs. 
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The Technology Transfer Office should sect. to establish opportunities for information flow 
between different groups within the Research Institute as well as bctwccn Institute staff and groups 
outsic!c the Institute if those avenues do DOl already exist. 

Rcscarchcrs may consider the funder of the.;; rcscarch. in IDOSl cases the govcrnmcnt. as their 
prime customer. As the emphasis of their n:scarch shifts to developing technologies with more 
immediate application. the definition of customer needs to shift. Although the government may 
continue to fund the rcscarcb work. the prime customer should become the end user of the 
technology. There is a saying that ·the customer is ting.· Thus. it is critical that you listen 
carefully to your CUSl.JmaS. or poremial customers. as they express their needs. 

The roles and respomibilitics of research staff vary from one Research Institute to another. 
At certain Institutes there may already be well-defined roles for research staff as developers of 
rcscarcb intended to serve the needs of identified groups or markets. These rescm:hers will work 
in an environment in which tbcrc is oo-going interaction between pcl(CDtial users and technology 
developers. Markcq>bce needs define the research that will be undertaken and the direction in which 
the research then progresses. In this working environment there is an understanding of and respect 
for the prime customer-the technology user. 

At odler Institutes. rcscan:bcrs work in a more isolated enviromncnt. In such cases. a 
Technology Transfer Office may need to provide information/training sessions for the researchers. 
to help them understand who their customer is. why it is imperative to listen to ooc·s customers. and 
bow to incorporate the needs of the technology producers and users into the research planning and 
development processes. 

It is CSSCDlial that researchers understand the important roles of I) disseminating technologies 
as quickly and as widely as possible. and 2) tram-fcrring technologies to entrepreneurs and established 
businesses to foster job and wealth creation. are complementary ones. A rcscarchcr should not have 
to choose one role or the odler. For as the business proverb tells us: 

To share an assa, usually it mllSt Jim be divided. But knowledge is one of the few assets 
that multiplies as it is shared. ' 

Technologies arc transferred to a recipient under some form of binding. contractual 
arrangement. These arrangements establish long-term relationships that require monitoring and 
administration. The Technology Transfer Office should have a technology transfer administration 
function. This function will include: 

Maintenance of transfer arrangement records. The terms and conditions under which a 
technology is transferred will be detailed in some form of a legally-binding agreement for which a 
record-keeping system must be established. Ar.y such system shoula permit accessing the information 
by tbe technology transferred as well as by dt.e recipient organization. Th""-SC records must be 
maintained at least for the lifetime of the agreement. In some cases it may be necessary to retain the 
agreement documents beyond the lifetime of the agreement for tax. liability. or regulatory purposes. 
or because it is a stipulated condition of the agreement. From an historical context, agreements also 
provide imponant information on how specific technologies were transferred and the types of 
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reblionships established bctwccn the technology supplier and recipient. Thus. from a bus~ 
planning pcrspcctivc. tbcrc may be benefit from retaining these records for longer time periods. 

Monitoring Performance of Researdl lnstituk Obligations. Each technology transfer 
agreement will describe the oblipliom of the Research Institute to provide certain information. 
products. p~ and/or V-IVices to the technology recipient. Obligatiom of a Rescarch Institute 
may include: 

• Transferring knowledge 
• Providing services 
• Providing a specific quantity of a produa 
• Training in die use of a tecluaology. product or process 
• Providing oo-going problem solving help 
• Pr~ing~~bclpindevelopingtecbnologyapp~om 
• Transferring subsequent improvemems to a technology 

The lnstitutc's suff must dearly undermnd both the obligatiom md the scbedule for nwring 
these obligations. The Technology Tram&:r Office management is then responsible for explaining 
the temn of the transfer agreemem to the research staff and for providing. as appropriate. periodic 
reminders of what those obligatiom are. 

A tracking system is also required to IDODitor the performance of the obligations of the 
technology recipient. The obligatiom may include: 

• Periodic reporting oo the stage of development and/or marketing of the technology 
• Recording the transfer of improvements to the technology back to the lmtitutc 
• Periodic payments for the rights to use the transferred technology 

Many internal activities of the Technology Transfer Office focus on establishing and 
maintaining an infrastructure to facilitate the transfer of technology from the Research Institute to 
technology recipients/users. In order to euure that the technology transfer mission of an Imtitute 
is fulfilled in a consistent manner and to ensure that technology recipients are treated fairly. the 
Technology Transfer Office will need to develop and articulate policies and procedures under which 
technology transfers can occur. 

The extcmal activities of the Technology Transfer Office are grouped as follows: 

• Information gathering 
• Information dissemination 
• Mau:bing/findiog solutions to nttds/tecbnology problems 
• Packaging technologies to enhance their transfer and adoption 
• Negotiating technology transfer arrangements 
• Maintaining the technology transfer relationship 

The first four external activities represent the marketing activities necessary to bring 
technology developers into discussion with potential technology recipients. 
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Information Gathering 

In order for a technology to be adopted in a martetplacc it must fulfill a nmkct need defined 
by th= person who will buy the technology. For example. while you might envision immediate 
applications for a new method to stop sand dunes from progressing across the lmdscapc. it is harder 
!o envisage immediate appli-;ations for new and improved wcllitc tracking technology in a rural. 
agricultural marketplace. Thus. developers of technology and those who will use technology must 
communic.atc with one another in an open. honest. on-going manner. 

The Technology Transfer Office should establish and maintain regular communication 
channels bctwccn technology developers and users. lbcse channels allow boch groups to share ideas. 
problems. known or proposed solutioos to problems. and knowledge of resources. The information 
gained in this way permits rcscarchers to incorporate koowlcdgc of immediate tcebnology needs into 
their research pbnning prOC'!SSCS. It also permits research funding organizatior.s to prioritize projects 
so that more funds and research effort arc expended on areas of immediate cooccm to the 
markcq>lacc. 

Gaining information on market needs at the time new research projects arc planned is DOl 

sufficient by itself to ensure that research results will actually meet market needs. If the research 
project takes a long time to complete. the needs of the marketplace could change. In such cases. the 
resulting technology may completely solve yesterday's needs. but not those of today. 

On-going interaction with potential users during the courK of developing research can help 
a researcher address a user's needs. For example. ~ a technology solution develops. it may trigger 
ideas from the user regarding possible sources of raw materials that can be used to produce the 
technology locally. Or. user's COlllDICDlS may demonstrate that a developing product may solve a 
problem in the lab. but the product may be too heavy to carry into the fields wberc it actually is 
needed. 

Information Dissemination 

Just ~ it is essential for researchers to have on-going interactions with potential technology 
users, likewise it is essential that people who may use technologies arc aware of the activities of the 
Research Institutes since Research Institutes arc a source of technology. expertise, and facilities. If 
individuals and businesses are not aware of Rcsearcb Institute activities, it becomes next to impossible 
for them to access the help they need. Research Institutes, in shon, must market themselves. 

Marketing Research lnstiwtcs to potential technology users is often a responsibility of the 
Technology Transfer Office. To do this job, the Office needs to provide individuals and businesses 
with information-written in terms comprehensible to the reader-about the lnstitute's technology, 
staff, and facilities. It is important to remember that an entrepreneur who has the ideas and drive to 
take a new technology to market often will not have the scientific training to understand all the 
technical details of the technology. 

Marketing an Institute is an on-going wk as the staff, facilities and technologies available 
through the Institute may change constantly. Therefore, one must carefully plan the best way to 
advertise. In some cases, brochures and newsletters can alen interested panics to available services. 
In other cases, it may be necessary to disseminate information through hands-on demonstrations 
rq>C".ated in many communities across the potential market area. Demonstrations allow potential 
technology users to ask questions on the spot. This instant feed-back may be an imponant factor in 
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overcoming one barrier to technology adoption-lack of understanding by entrq>rcncurs/busincssmcn 
of what the technology can do for a business. 

Matching Solutions to Needs 

Once the infonnatio!l gathering and dismnination channels arc in place. the Technology 
Tracsfer Office will be well-positioned to act~ a technology broker (i.e .• matchmaker bctwccn those 
who have technologies to transfer and those who have problems that require a technological solution) 
and ~ matchmaker between those with technology problems and those with the expertise to solve the 
problems. 

Technology brokering can only be successful when the technology broker~ ready access 
to information about the technologies. cxpt.rtisc. and faciJitjes available, about the problems in need 
of solutions, and about the busincsscs already serving particular market niches. If an individual 
broker is handling a small number of technologies and talking to a limited number of people in the 
markcq>lacc, the broker may be able to keep all the necessary information in his bead. As this is not 
often a realistic scenario. a Technology Transfer Office must develop an information management 
system. Information will need to be cr<m-indexed by technology. potential applications for the 
technology. and by market needs. 

Packaging Technologies 

To be successful a technology recipient must be able to manufacture and sell a technology for 
the transfer _ This ability to implement a technology may be defined differently in different 
situations, and it may include any or all of the following skills/capabilities: 

• Thorough understanding of how the technology works 

• Ability to modify the technology to meet existing and future market needs 

• Access to materials needed to manufacture the technology/product. ~ well ~ the 
financial capacity to buy and deliver a sufficient quantity of raw materials 

• Ability to access equipment necessary to manufacture the technology/product and 
financial capabilit!· ~o build and maintain a manufacturing facility 

• Ability to hire and. if necessary, to train staff at an affordable cost, to manufacture 
the technology /product 

• Ability to hire and train marketing/sales staff who will promote the 
technology/product in the marketplace 

• Ability to distribute the technology/product to the customers 

Although technology developers may perceive their role ~ limited to conducting research, 
in practical terms, developers may 00".d to "put themselves in the place of a technology recipient" in 
order to facilitate the adoption of technology in the marketplace. In othct words, the developer must 
seek to identify needs and barriers to technology transfer from the viewpoint of a technology 
recipient. Once these needs and barriers are identified, a researcher can address them. For example. 
a particular technology may not be adopted because potcnti~ users find the technology too 
complicated. This barrier may be overcome by offering a shon training course to demonstrate how 
the technology works. 
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Technology adoption can be greally facilitated by ·packaging· the technol<>g-/ with additional 
components needed by technology recipients and/or users in t'rdcr to actually use the technology. The 
·par:taging· may change with time. with application. and with the type of technology user. The 
Technology Transfer Office should review ·packaging• on a regular basis to ensure that as many 
barriers to technology adoption arc removed as possible. 

Negotiating Technology Transfer Agreements 

Once a potential recipient i~ identified for a particular technology (i.e .• product. process or 
service) the Technology Transfer Office and the technology recipient must agree to the conditions 
under which the technology will be transkrrcd or the service provided. Each party begins by 
separately determining his requirements for the •successful. technology transfer. This should serve 
as the staning point for discussing actual transfer conditions. 

It is important for everyone to remember that a technology transfer arrangement can only be 
successful if both parties feel that they are ttcated fairly. Thus. any negotiated arrangement should 
ensure that both parties receive equal treatment. For example, if a recipient can cut the cost of 
producing a product currently sold by incoJporating a new technology available from the Research 
Institute, then the payment fees for the use of that new technology should reflect the savings a 
recipient achieves through its use. 

Everyone negotiating a technology tramfcr arrangement must be patient. Each party has his 
own needs. It is important to allow sufficic:Dt discussion time to identify and understand the needs 
of the other party; it is also important to clearly understand and communicate your own needs. 
Listening is an essential skill in being an effective negotiator. 

A checklist of issues that should be considered in negotiating a technology transfer 
arrangemient is presented in Chapter 2. 

Maintaining Relationships 

Once the parties agree on the tenns and conditions of a technology transfer agreement the 
Technology Transfer Office prepares a legally-binding agreement for signature by the appropriate 
representatives of each party. Signing the agreement represents the start of a new phase in the 
parties' relationship. In this phase both parties must cooperate to ensure that the recipient is able to 
manufacture and sell the transferred technology. 

The Technology Transfer Office now needs to maintain periodic contact with the lnstitute's 
partner. This contact allows the Office to monitor the recipient's performance of obligations under 
the technology transfer agreement. These obligations could include: 

• Periodic reporting to the Research Institute on market acceptance 

• Reporting on barriers to market acceptance 

• Periodic payments to the Research Institute 

By maintaining regular contact with the technology recipient, the Office will be able to 
identify new market needs and/or problems early. This contact enables the Research Institute to 
respond in a timely fashion to the recipient's and the marketplace's changing needs. In some 
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situations the Office will need to remind the technology recipient that a payment or other obligation 
is overdue. 

THE TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AGENT 

From the above description of a Technology Transfer Office. it is clear that a well-planned 
infrastructure is a necessary component of success. Once established, the infrastructure will only be 
effective if the Office is stafkd by people with appropriate skiUs. 

The diverse activities of the Technology Transfer Office indicate that such an office requires 
a diverse staff. Some of the necessary skills may already be available from staff working in other 
offices within the Research Institute. For example, information/records management may already 
be provided on an Institute-wide basis through a central office. For start-up and small Technology 
Transfer Offices, it may be advantageous to determine what duties can be performed by other work 
groups already functioning within an Institute. As a Technology Transfer Office grows, it may 
become necessary to set-up administrative and policy work groups dedicated exclusively to the needs 
of the Office. 

Skills 

Technology brokering activities are unique to a Technology Transfer Office. In staffing this 
function one should seek people with the following skill sets. 

General Understanding of Sdence and Technology 

Research Institutes conduct research in many areas of science and technology. A technology 
broker needs to have an understanding of science and technology broad enough to grasp the general 
concepts of any research project underway within an Institute. It is neither necessary nor possible 
for one broker to understand all technologies in great depth. Should the marketing or negotiating of 
a particular technology transfer require discussion at a complex scientific level, a technology broker 
should tum to the more specialized researcher for assistance. 

Excellent Communication Skills 

A technology broker needs to effectively communicate with many different audiences. These 
audiences may vary from individual farmers with little or no understanding of a particular technology 
to representatives of large corporations who have detailed technical knowledge. Large corporations 
usually require that written documentation be developed to record verbal communications. On the 

other hand, a rural farmer may not know how to read. Thus, brokers must have well developed 
written and verbal communication skills. 

Excellent Listening Skills 

A technology broker will spend substantial time seeking applications for existing technologies 
and gathering information on current market problems and needs. A broker must be skilled at both 
listening and asking questions. In many cases, the person needing a technology may not fully 
understand what his need is; he is simply aware that something is not working correctly. It is up to 
a technology broker to ask the questions needed to identify the essence of a problem/need. 
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Excellent People Skills 

A technology broker will need to interact with many different people. He must be sensitive 
to the different cultures and modlls operandi of these people/groups. 

Technology Transfer/Licensing Skills 

A technology broker must understand the different ways in which a technology may be 
transferred and be able to analyze both advantages and disadvantages of each method for each 
proposed transfer. 

Marketing Skills 

A broker must understand the marketing process. including how to conduct marketing 
research. how to establish a marketing position. and how to launch the product. 

Business Skills 

A broker must understand bow a business operates. the business planninJ:, process. and 
business risks involved in a proposed technology transfer. Then be must weigh the perceived risks 
against expected returns to the Institute. Finally be must decide if the risks are worth accepting. 

Management Skills 

A technology broker needs to possess basic management skills including people. project. time. 
and financial management skills. 

Self-motivation 

A broker will need to spend a lot of time talking to Institute researchers to clearly and 
thoroughly understand the available technology. He must communicate with tntrC!Jreneurs and other 
potential customers to learn what is needed in the marketplace. There is no formula to determine who 
a broker should talk to when. A broker will need to be self-motivated. constantly seeking out new 
avenues for acquiring and disseminating iut"ormation on technologies available and technologies 
needed. 

Organizational Skills 

A technology broker must organize and access large quantities of information. It is essential 
therefore that a broker be well organized and pay sufficient attention to detail to ensure that 
information is properly recorded and categorized. 

ORGAN/7.ATIONAL PLACEMENT OF A TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OFFICE 

A Technology Transfer Office can repon to any number of functions within an organization. 
Placement of a Technology Transfer Office will be determined by the size and complexity of an 
Institute and by the imponance of the technology transfer function to the overall mission of the 
organization Technology Transfer Offices may repon to any of the following individuals/offices 
within an organization: 
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• President 
• Vice President/Director for Strategic Planning 
• Office of Sponsored Research and Grants 
• Vice President/Director of Marketing 
• Vice President/Director of Research 

When determining the reporting structure for a Technology Transfer Office. it is crucial that 
it be given adequate authority. flexibility. funding, access to information. staff. and sufficient tim= 
to perform the duties of the Office successfully. 
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NEXT STEPS 

It is most rewarding for everyone involved to see a technology move out of a laboratory and 
be used in the marketplace. This Technoloa Transfer Man.ualfor Research lnstituus in Dtl1elopinf 
CountlUs provides an overview of the tasks necessary in taking an idea. developing it, and turning 
it into a commercial success. Systematically working through the steps of the innovation process and 
the technology transfer r·rocess should greatly enhance the likelihood that a particular technology will 
become a market success. 

There is a lot of literature available on different aspects of technology transfer. A few good 
references are provided in the Reference List below. 1bese references are all available free of 
charge. Another excellent source of information and assistance is through professional societies. 
These societies usually have relatively inexpensive membership fees and provide members with 
excellent journals. A few, representative societies are also given in the Reference List. 
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REFERENCES 

1bc following arc good general references on innovation. technology transfer. and 
commercialization. lbcy are available free of charge. 

From Invention co Innovation: Commercialization of New Technolog}· by Independent and Small 
Business lnveniors 

U.S. Department of Energy 
Report DOE/NBB-0087 
W ashington. D. C. 
U.S.A. 

Guide to Negorialors of Technology Transfer in the African Region: With Special Focus on the 
Agro- and Agro-related Sectors 

Guy Lambert-Daynac 
United Nationals Industrial Development Organization 
Report IPCT.161(SPEC.) 

Supplying or Acquiring Technology: A Canadian Business Guide 
Industry. Science and Tcclmology Canada 
Business Services Centre 
265 Queen Street 
Ottawa. Onwio 
Canada 

Technology Nerworking Guide: Canada 
Technology Nerworlcing Guide: lntmuztional 

Industry, Science and Technology Canada 
Business Services Centre 
265 Queen Stteet 
Ottawa, Ontario 
Canada 

both guides list organizations, professional societies. and sources of reference journals and 
newsletters on technology transfer 

The Basics of licensing 
The Licensing Executives Society 
available from: 

Chainnan. Small Business Committee 
Licensing Executives Society 
638 Prospect Avenue 
Hartford. CT 
U.S.A. 06105-0819 

The following are representative professional societies dealing with technology transfer, 
licensing. and technology commercialization. Membership information can be obtained by writing 
to the addresses given below. 
Association of University Technology Managers 

71 East Avenue. Suite S 
Norwalk. CT 
U.S.A. 06851-4903 



licmsing Eiecutives Society 
638 Prospect A venue 
Hanford. CT 
U.S.A. 06105-0SIC> 

Technology Transfer Socitty 
611 North Capitol A venue 
Indianapolis. IN 
U.S.A. 46204 
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